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8 The termination of consent of lawful occupiers

Consent is the necessary condition to perform certain acts lawfully, and to gain or lose a particular legal status. Issues pertaining to consent are widespread in everyday social relations and in commercial operations. This article, written by legal practitioner, Johan van der Merwe, aims to explore the legal requirements necessary to terminate the consent of lawful occupiers. To place this issue in proper context, the article commences with a broad but brief review of the concept of consent. Mr van der Merwe further discusses, consent in property law.

11 Parental rights in known sperm donor agreements

Legal practitioner, Herbert James David Robertson writes that the South African family law fraternity is familiar with surrogacy agreements. The surrogacy agreement has been incorporated into South African family law with the introduction of s 40 of the Children’s Act 38 of 2005 (the Children’s Act) on 1 July 2007. However, the so-called ‘known sperm donor agreement’ seems to be a novel issue to our corner of the world, with the legality and effect thereof still to be determined. A known sperm donor agreement, in essence, provides for a sperm donor neither to hold parental rights nor responsibilities towards a child born between the parties. The focus of the article is the known sperm donor agreement’s legality and effects, which are still to be determined in South African law.

14 Indigenous communities and land claims – a discussion

There have been various attempts by South African courts to define the term ‘community’ but a consensus remains elusive. In Department of Land Affairs and Others v Goedgelegen Tropical Fruits (Pty) Ltd 2007 (10) BCLR 1027 (CC) Moseaneke DC held that there was no reason to limit the meaning of the word ‘community’ in s 2(1)(d) of the Restitution of Land Rights Act 22 of 1994 by inferring a requirement that the group concerned must show an accepted tribal identity and hierarchy and that bonds of custom, culture and hierarchical loyalty may be helpful to establish a group’s shared rules relating to access and use of land. But far more essential, the court held, was whether the community retained much of their identity and cohesion of an erstwhile clan. In this article, Professor Emeritus of the Law Faculty of the University of Johannesburg and former Dean of the UJ Law faculty and senior law adviser to the Department of Foreign Affairs, George Barrie writes about the term community and discusses the views from Canada and Australia.
Have your say on legal costs

In the March editorial ‘Show me the money: A discussion on access to justice v legal fees’ in 2019 (March) DR 3, I wrote a report on a meeting that was held between the Law Society of South Africa (LSSA) and the South African Law Reform Commission (SALRC) to discuss issues connected with legal costs and s 35 of the Legal Practice Act 28 of 2014 (LPA). The LSSA wrote to the Justice Minister requesting the suspension of subss 35(1), (2), (3) and (7) up to and including (12), which deal with fees for legal services until the SALRC has completed its investigation on legal fees and there has been proper consultation. This means that only subss (4), (5) and (6) of s 35 have come into operation.

The SALRC was established by the South African Law Reform Commission Act 19 of 1973 as an advisory body whose aim is the renewal and improvement of the law of South Africa on a continuous basis. The SALRC has released ‘Issue paper 36 project 142: Investigation into legal fees’, which details the issues at hand and the extent of the need for law reform. The paper aims to announce the investigation, initiate and stimulate debate, seek proposals for reform, and will serve as a basis for further deliberation by the SALRC.

The issue paper contains questions aimed at discovering the issues at hand and the extent of the need for law reform. The SALRC specifically requests input and comment on the issue paper as a whole, including the questions which are posed in it.

Legal practitioners are urged to have their say on this important issue of legal fees and in particularly s 35 of the LPA. Send your comments to following address:

- The Secretary – South African Law Reform Commission
  Private Bag X668
  Pretoria
  0001
- Tel: (012) 622 6349/6314/6313
- Fax: 086 759 8597
- E-mail: lmngoma@justice.gov.za; or
- legalcosts@justice.gov.za
- Website: www.justice.gov.za/salrc/index.htm

Upcoming deadlines for article submissions: 22 July, 19 August and 16 September 2019.
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Makate v Vodacom: Intellectual property in mist of a contractual dispute

The case between Makate and Vodacom (Makate v Vodacom Ltd 2016 (4) SA 121 (CC)) is mostly categorised as a contractual dispute. The case stems from an oral agreement, for use of the idea behind Vodacom’s product now famously known as ‘Please Call Me’. The agreement was concluded between Mr Makate and then Director of Product Development and Management at Vodacom, Mr Geissler. The Constitutional Court (CC) upheld the agreement as a valid and enforceable contract. The court reasoned that Mr Geissler had ostensibly authority to conclude a valid contract with Mr Makate. Accordingly, the court ordered that, Vodacom, the principal of Mr Geissler, negotiate compensation with Mr Makate and if the parties could not agree on the amount, the Chief Executive Officer of Vodacom had to determine a reasonable amount within a reasonable time.

In the history of the Makate case, intellectual property rights, particularly patent rights have received only passing treatment. For example, despite Vodacom having acknowledged Mr Makate as the brains behind the idea, the company later accused him of having stolen the idea from an MTN patent (patent number ZA2002/04150) protecting a similar product, which was launched a month earlier than the analogous Vodacom product. Similarly, Mr Kahn, who was a co-inventor in the MTN patent also supported this view. However, Mr Kahn stated that a wrong patent was the subject of the testimony at the trial court and that the correct patent number is ZA2002/05184. In the trial court, Mr Makate employed the services of an expert witness, Mr Zatkovich, to deal with the defence’s accusation that his idea lacked originality. With reference to the MTN granted patent number ZA2002/04150, the court accepted Mr Zatkovich’s testimony that the objectives of Mr Makate’s idea were met by the ‘Please Call Me’ product but differed from the MTN patent. This evidence was never challenged or dismissed as irrelevant to the matter at hand. Seemingly, there is a need to give clarity on the issue raised by Vodacom and Mr Kahn. In an attempt to provide clarity on the issue of patent rights arising from the Makate case, the authors of this article give an overview of the South African patent prosecution system, outlining what constitutes infringement (‘stealing’) and when infringement proceedings may be instituted with reference to the cited MTN patents and the ‘Please Call Me’ idea.

In terms of the South African Patents Act 57 of 1978 (the Act), a patent application may be filed as a provisional or complete application. A provisional application must fairly and conceptually describe an invention and secure a date of filing (priority date). An applicant can subsequently file a complete application, which must be accompanied by at least one claim, a full specification sufficiently describing an invention and a priority date claim if one is available. Alternatively, an applicant has an option of filing one complete international application under the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) to seek simultaneous protection for an invention in any of the PCT contracting states. Eighteen months from the earliest priority date, the International Bureau of (IB) publishes the specification of a PCT application, together with a search report and a written opinion on the patentability of a claimed invention. An applicant has 30 or 31 months from the earliest priority date to approach their contracting states of choice to seek grant of an application. It is important to stress that at this stage one is still dealing with a patent application and not with a patent.

The patent, which was the subject of the testimony in the trial court, had been filed as a provisional application (application number ZA99/7346) on 26 November 1999, citing Mr Kahn as one of the inventors. Subsequently, PCT application was filed on 23 November 2000, claiming the priority date of the South African provisional application. The contents and details of the application by all accounts remained confidential and only became public knowledge on publication by the IB on 31 May 2001 (publication number WO 01/39 468 A1). Later, a complete patent application was filed...
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in South Africa on 24 May 2002 and a patent was granted on 30 July 2003 with patent number ZA2002/04150. The patent later lapsed in 2003, due to the non-payment of renewal fees.

With reference to the patent claimed to be of correct relevance by Mr Kahn, the application (application number ZA2001/0609) for the patent was filed on 22 January 2001. Subsequently, a PCT application was filed at the IB on 22 January 2002, which was made open to public inspection on 25 July 2002 (publication number WO 02/058 417 A1) and granted in South Africa with publication number ZA2002/05184 on 26 March 2003.

This patent also lapsed in 2007 due to non-payment of renewal fees. Only on 30 July 2003 and 26 March 2003 did patent rights accrue for the respective MTN patents in South Africa. This view is derived from s 44(3) of the Act, which provides that a patent shall have effect from the date of publication, which is also the grant date.

On grant, the effect of a patent is to exclude third parties from ‘making, using, exercising, disposing or offering to dispose of, or importing the invention’ in South Africa for the duration of the patent (s 45(1) of the Act). Any of the aforementioned acts constitute infringement, unless such acts are committed on a non-commercial scale for the purpose contemplated in s 69A of the Act.

However, there is a nine-month moratorium from the date of grant within which no infringement proceedings may be instituted. Therefore, in principle, infringement proceedings could only have been instituted from 30 April 2004 and 26 December 2003 for the ZA2002/04150 and ZA2002/05184 patents respectively. However, at the relevant date the ZA2002/04150 patent had lapsed.

At this point, it is important to remember that it was never disputed that Mr Makate pitched the ‘Please Call Me’ idea to Vodacom in November 2000. In fact, Vodacom even relied on this fact to raise a defence, infringement proceedings could have been brought to court. It thus becomes apparent that Mr Makate could not have infringed the MTN patents as there were no patent rights to infringe. In addition, Mr Makate could not have derived the ‘Please Call Me’ idea from the subject matter of MTN’s patent applications because these applications became public information after Mr Makate had pitched the idea to Vodacom.

Disclaimer: This article only reflects personal opinions of the authors. It is not intended to be legal advice and is not attributable to the employer of the authors. The authors consciously decided not to comment on whether the MTN patents met patentability criteria and the possible reasons behind the lapsing thereof. Answers to this question require a detailed technical explanation but are nonetheless simple to arrive at using the information cited in this article.

Anathi Njokweni PhD Biotechnology (UWC), Masisange Mketsu MSc Biochemistry (UWC), and Thandananzi Cwele PhD Chemistry (UKZN) are patent searchers at the Companies and Intellectual Property Commission in Pretoria.

When is it not required to warn an employee of poor work performance?

It is uncommon that, an employer dismisses an employee for poor work performance without a formal notification or reasonable opportunity to improve their performance. This may, however, happen in two circumstances, namely -

- where the manager or a senior employee is qualified by their knowledge/experience and is capable of establishing for themselves whether or not they complied with the requirements; and

- where the degree of professionalism is so high that any deviance from the required standards would be so serious that non-compliance would justify dismissal (see Brereton v Bateman Industrial Corporation Ltd and Others (LAC) (unreported case no JA80/99, 7-2-2002) (Zondo JP) at 49).

The Labour Relations Act

In South Africa the law differentiates between dismissal for poor performance for an ordinary employee and that of a senior manager or executive. In sch 8 of the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 (LRA) Code of good practice: Dismissal, in item 9, the guidelines are provided to deal with ‘cases of dismissal for poor work performance.’ These guidelines apply to ordinary employees to ensure that the later dismissal of the employee based on poor work performance is procedurally fair. Item 9 states: ‘Any person determining whether a dismissal for poor work performance is unfair should consider -

(a) whether or not the employee failed to meet a performance standard; and

(b) if the employee did not meet a required performance standard whether or not -

(i) the employee was aware, or could reasonably be expected to have been aware, of the required performance standard; and

(ii) the employee was given a fair opportunity to meet the required performance standard; and

(iii) dismissal was an appropriate sanction for not meeting the required performance standard.’

When the guidelines for procedural fairness are applied to a person who is a senior executive, a more flexible approach is adopted. Normally, an employer should be concerned about the employee’s poor work performance, provide the employee with a reasonable opportunity to improve their performance before considering dismissing the non-performing employee. However, these requirements do not always apply to senior managers or executives.

The Brereton case

The Labour Appeal Court (LAC) in Brereton gave guidance as to the manner in which executive-level dismissal
cases should be approached. The case related to the dismissal of the manager (Mr Brereton) on the grounds that he displayed inadequate managerial ability and incompetency in his role as Executive Chairman of Batecor in particular in relation to taking effective corrective action against Computer Alliance (Pty) Ltd. The judgment focused on two situations, ‘[t]he first question to be considered is whether it is incumbent upon his employer to warn him that his performance is falling short of the standard required of him and so afford him an opportunity to rectify the position before steps are taken to terminate his employment.

It has been recognised by the courts that in respect of this requirement, ... the position of a senior manager differs from that of an ordinary employee. Because of his situation and the overall view of the business which he enjoys as a result thereof, he will ordinarily be aware of the shortcomings in his performance and the adverse consequences to the business resulting therefrom. He will likewise himself appreciate the necessity to remedy the position without it being drawn to his attention by another. It would be pointless to insist upon his being warned of a situation of which he must already be fully aware’ (see Brereton at para 44 to 45). In this regard, the court was making a distinction between managers who are capable of establishing themselves, whether or not they have complied with the requirements, and an ordinary employee.

‘The second situation recognised by the courts in which the necessity for a warning may be dispensed with is where the poor performance of the officer concerned is so gross, and its consequences so serious, that it would be unfair to require the employer to suffer any further delay in terminating his employment’ (see Brereton at para 46). In this regard the court points out that the continuation of the employee in this position would prejudice the employer and possibly lead to more harm to the employer than is necessary.

Conclusion

Though it may be uncommon to dismiss an employee without a notification of their poor work performance, as far as possible an employer is entitled to dismiss such an employee without any fair hearing or formal inquiry. Therefore, the duty lies with the senior manager or executive that they are qualified, have the knowledge and experience and is capable of establishing whether or not they complied with the requirements. Typically, as a senior manager or executive, the standard of professionalism is so high, that any deviance from the required standards would be so serious that it could lead to a dismissal.

Petrus Khumalo LLB (UP) is a candidate legal practitioner at Schoeman-Law Inc in Cape Town.
The termination of consent of lawful occupiers

Consent is the necessary condition to perform certain acts lawfully, and to gain or lose a particular legal status. Issues pertaining to consent are widespread in everyday social relations and in commercial operations. This article aims to explore the legal requirements necessary to terminate the consent of lawful occupiers. To place this issue in proper context, the article commences with a broad but brief review of the concept of consent.

Examples of consent, which in turn give rise to various legal provisions and sanctions, include to –
- determine the validity of an agreement;
- agree to purchase movable or immovable property;
- enter into wedlock;
- allow a document to be published;
- agree to have sexual intercourse;
- allow a sterilisation or other medical procedure to take place;
- agree to a judgment being taken against you; or
- give someone permission to reside on land.

Once consent has been established, far-reaching consequences follow. Consent is, for example, a good defence in an action in delict for harm done, as captured by the maxim *volenti non fit iniuria*.

**Question of law and fact**

Whether consent is a legal requirement in any given case is a legal question, but ‘whether there is consent is a factual question’ (see *Residents of Joe Slovo Community, Western Cape v Thubelisha Homes and Others (Centre of Housing Rights and Evictions and Another, Amici Curiae)* 2010 (3) SA 454 (CC) at para 83).

The ‘giving’ of consent is often confused with, and likened to, a gift, but it is not a gift. While consent is often a
Informed consent in the realm of personal freedom

The only reference to ‘consent’ in the Constitution occurs in s 12(2)(e), which refers to ‘consent’ in the context of freedom and security of the person. In Christian Lawyers’ Association v National Minister of Health and Others 2004 (10) BCLR 1086 (T), the court found that the ‘cornerstone of the regulation of the termination of pregnancy of a girl and indeed of any woman’ is the Act’s requirement of her “informed consent ...” The court then proceeded to consider the judicial meaning of informed consent and found that it rests on three independent legs namely, knowledge, appreciation and consent (at p 1093). Failure to obtain ‘informed consent’ in the realm of personal freedom is largely accepted as constituting assault. (See the important Exteme Court discussion of Liezl Zwart ‘Sibisi NO v Matlin: A dual burden of proof?’ 2015 (June) DR 33.)

Informed consent in the realm of property law

Consent is a big player when it comes to property law, particularly in the context of socio-economic rights, but has received scant, if any, attention from academic writers to date.

The requirement of informed consent in the context of socio-economic rights was recently developed by the court in the Xolobeni Mine matter, see Baleni and Others v Minister of Mineral Resources and Others [2019] 1 All SA 358 (GP) (see law reports p 21). In this judgment the court refers to Daniels v Scribante and Another 2017 (4) SA 341 (CC) at para 80 and proceeds to declare that the full and informed consent of the community is required prior to the granting of mining rights. In reaching that decision, the court considered the relevant constitutional values, and also international law instruments such as the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights.

Lawful occupiers

If land is occupied without the initial consent of the owner or person in charge, then such occupiers are generally speaking unlawful occupiers, governed by the provisions of the Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act 19 of 1998 (PIE). However, other than to apply to some occupiers who had initial consent, but whose consent was subsequently terminated. The termination of consent of persons residing on rural land with initial consent is governed by the Extension of Security of Tenure Act 62 of 1997 (ESTA) and the legal requirements were summarised by the Constitutional Court in Snyders and Others v De Jager and Others 2017 (3) SA 545 (CC) as follows: There must be a lawful ground; the termination must be just and equitable at a substantive level and at a procedural level.

The position for ESTA occupiers is clear. But what about other lawful occupiers, that is occupiers whose occupation is lawful at the outset, but who are not covered by the provisions of ESTA? These are typically occupiers that reside in an urban environment, or rural occupiers who earn more than the threshold amount prescribed by ESTA. PIE is applicable to such occupiers. Different Acts apply to different types of occupiers, but does that affect the nature of the consent granted? Is the nature of the consent granted by a landowner to a person to reside on land dependent on the character of the land? There appears to be no reason why the termination of consent for those PIE occupiers who had initial consent should be different from the termination of consent for the purposes of ESTA. In both instances the removal of consent has the same consequences and triggers the significant transition from a status of lawfulness to a status of unlawfulness, with far-reaching consequences. There also appears to be no reason why such a transition should be achieved more easily for some who had consent, but be more difficult for others who had no consent.

Contractual relationship

A large group is easily taken out of the equation, namely occupiers, where a contractual relationship governs the relation between the parties. In that event, the method and requirements to terminate consent are determined by the terms of the contract as governed by the law of contract, because 'pacta servanda sunt' - the parties are bound by the terms of the contract, they are servants of the pact that was made.

So, for instance the question whether consent to occupy was properly terminated in the situation where a property is sold with a valid lease, will be determined with reference to the terms of the lease. In Van Coller and Another v Machele and Others (GP) (unreported case no 96124/2016, 18-5-2017) (Mia AJ) the court held at para 18: 'The principle “huur gaat voor koop” is recognised and there was no termination of his occupancy. Even if the view is held that the Macheles lost their right to occupancy when the property was sold this did not impact on the right of Peter Hudson who had a valid lease in place'. A further example appears from the conclusion: 'The agreement of lease had expired by effluxion of time on 31 May 2018, and there was a valid termination of Mr Chetty’s right to possess the premises’ opening the portal of an eviction order in Violetsfield Investments (Pty) Ltd v Chetty
Where no contractual relationship between the parties exists, and the state or a public body is involved, their relationship falls within the ambit of public administrative law. In AB and Another v Pridwin Preparatory School and Others 2019 (1) SA 327 (SCA), the constitutional- ial impact of procedural fairness in the realm of administrative decision making was distinguished from the realm of the law of contract, and to make this distinction the court relied on the constitutional authority in Joseph and Others v City of Johannesburg and Others 2010 (4) SA 55 (CC), where the Constitutional Court quotes C Hoexter Administrative law in South Africa (Cape Town: Juta) as follows: ‘Procedural fairness … is concerned with giving people an opportunity to participate in the decisions that will affect them, and – crucially – a chance of influencing the outcome of those decisions. Such participation is a safeguard that not only signals respect for the dignity and worth of the participants, but also likely to improve the quality and rationality of administrative decision making and to enhance its legitimacy’ (see para 99).

Conclusion
In respect of lawful occupiers where no contractual agreements are in place, I submit that, whereas:

- The nature of consent to occupy is the same irrespective of the legal construction thereof.
- The termination of consent is a legal act since it triggers a fundamental change in legal status from lawfulness to unlawfulness.
- The termination of consent has the same, significant, consequences for all occupiers (and for local authorities who must provide emergency housing).
- The principles of public administrative law apply when a public body is involved (thereby emphasising the underlying public interest element).
- PIE is silent on the method and requirements to terminate consent.
- The termination of consent of all occupiers should be objectively evaluated, measured and tested.

It follows that the act of terminating consent (the expressing or exercising of the termination) must meet formal legal requirements. In the absence of formal legal requirements it may easily be rendered subjective, silent, hidden and quite possibly an irrational endeavour. If it meets formal legal requirements, it would also facilitate the correct calculation of the relevant notice period, and it would ensure that the act of termination is rational, fair and reasonable.

Johan van der Merwe BCom BA (Hons) LLB (Stell) LLM (University of Kiel) (Germany) is an attorney at JD van der Merwe Attorneys in Stellenbosch.
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The South African family law fraternity is familiar with surrogacy agreements. The surrogacy agreement has been incorporated into South African family law with the introduction of s 40 of the Children’s Act 38 of 2005 (the Children’s Act) on 1 July 2007. However, the so-called ‘known sperm donor agreement’ seems to be a novel issue to our corner of the world, with the legality and effect thereof still to be determined.

During 2018 I consulted with a client regarding the legal recognition of the so-called known sperm donor agreement. The facts in the matter were as follows: The client had fallen pregnant, but her ex-boyfriend presented her with a known sperm donor agreement, which portrayed him as a mere ‘donor’, without any rights, and more importantly, without any responsibilities towards the child. A dispute ensued, which was settled when the parties entered into a parenting plan. It goes without saying that the parenting plan provided for the father to have both rights and responsibilities towards his child.

A known sperm donor agreement, in essence, provides for a sperm donor – usually through natural insemination – neither to hold parental rights nor responsibilities towards a child born from the intercourse between the parties. The agreement is called a known sperm donor agreement as the identity of the ‘donor’ is known to the mother, in contrast to a sperm donor agreement where the identity of the donor is unknown to the receiver of such sperm. The known sperm donor agreement’s legality and effects are still to be determined in our law, which is the focus of this article.

The decision of BR v LS 2018 (5) SA 308 (KZD) was handed down on 15 June 2018 in the Local Division of the High Court in Durban. The facts of the BR matter were similar to the events described in the consultation above.

The applicant (the father) met the respondent (the mother) in 2007 and they became romantically involved in January 2011. The relationship was terminated at the end of June 2012. Two years after terminating the relationship the respondent approached the applicant and requested him to impregnate her. The applicant duly complied with the request. When the court inquired as to why the respondent did not make use of a sperm bank, the respondent contended that she preferred natural insemination to using an anonymous donor, as this would prevent any psychological difficulty for the child by not knowing the identity of their biological father.
It was allegedly agreed – between the parties – that the applicant would not have any rights nor responsibilities towards the child. The applicant said that it was agreed that he could be involved in the child’s life to the extent that he wished. The respondent then downloaded a known sperm donor agreement from the Internet, edited it and, thereafter, sent it to the applicant for signing. The applicant pondered thereon, but never signed the agreement.

During the pregnancy the applicant attended various medical appointments with the respondent and contributed financially to the medical expenses associated therewith. Further, the applicant attended antenatal classes with the respondent when requested to by the respondent. The applicant contended that he paid an approximate amount of R 40 000 in laying expenses to the respondent. The respondent only acknowledged having received R 24 000, which was not for laying expenses but rather towards the child. The applicant also paid maintenance, in respect of the child, but these payments were returned by the respondent.

When the child was born the applicant was registered as the father on the child’s birth certificate. The respondent allowed the applicant around two hours of contact with the minor, per week. The respondent was not content with only having contact with his child when the respondent allowed the same and, therefore, applied to the court to have it declared that, despite permanent residency of the child remaining with the respondent, he should be afforded parental rights and obligations in relation to contact and care of the minor.

The court had two questions to consider. The first being, whether the parties concluded a known sperm donor agreement and what the consequences of such an agreement would be and if the court could award the applicant parental rights and responsibilities in terms of s 23 of the Children’s Act, if it was found that the applicant had not met the requirements of s 21 of the Children’s Act. Does South African law recognise a known sperm donor agreement?

The counsel for the applicant submitted that such an agreement is not recognised and, therefore, is without legal effect as the Children’s Act does not provide for it. The respondent, acting in person, argued that consequences of the respondent being recognised as the father with the rights associated therewith, including the right to have contact with the child, cannot be lawfully enforced, as the applicant and respondent had concluded a known sperm donor agreement.

The respondent asserted that the result of the known sperm donor agreement, being that these legal consequences cannot apply to the child, as the applicant was only a ‘sperm donor’ without any rights or responsibilities in relation to the child. The applicant only had contact with the child due to her gracious concessions, and not because he had any right thereto.

The respondent, conceded that the known sperm donor agreement was not recognised in South African law, but submitted that such agreements are becoming more prevalent, not only in South Africa (SA), but also abroad. Finally, the respondent argued, that should the known sperm donor agreement not be recognised it would be inconsistent with her constitutional right to dignity and sexual preference and to choose single motherhood as a family structure. The applicant’s final remark was that should the known sperm donor agreement be recognised as valid and enforceable it would free her from having to consult with the applicant in relation to matters specified in the Children’s Act. She, therefore, requested the court to develop the law accordingly.

The court was further persuaded by the applicant nor the respondent’s arguments and found that it was a novel issue to the South African legal regime. The court elected to decide the matter without making a ruling on the validity or recognition of the known sperm donor agreement in South African law, yet the court remarked this type of agreement may be contra bonos mores.

In this particular case the court looked at the period from when the respondent asked the applicant to impregnate her and the amount of time that had lapsed between the proposed agreement being handed to the applicant and him pondering thereon. From the facts the respondent asked the applicant to impregnate her on 25 May 2014, but only requested the applicant to sign the known sperm donor agreement on 15 September 2015, approximately six months after the child’s birth. From the evidence, it seemed that the applicant reflected on whether to sign the agreement or not for some two weeks, before electing not to do so.

The court awarded the applicant parental rights and responsibilities in finding that, through the applicant’s actions prior to, during and after the child’s birth the requirements of s 21 were met and the applicant was thus afforded certain rights or responsibilities. The court concluded that the applicant would have any rights nor responsibilities to the child. Thus, the question on whether a known sperm donor agreement is recognised and whether it is valid in South African law remains to be decided.

Canadian law and known sperm donor agreement

The Canadian province of Alberta and British Columbia have, as SA has, codified in their law that a ‘sperm donor’ is not recognised as a legal parent. Yet, there has been no pronouncement of the validity of a known sperm donor agreement.

This issue becomes even more complicated when one has regard to Ontario’s heterosexual presumptions (ie, a woman who delivers a child is the mother of that child, and if that mother has a male partner, he is presumed to be the father). Should a woman, however, have a female partner, there is no presumption of parentage.

Sperm donors and parental rights and responsibilities

Despite the court not ruling on this question, a few entities have already started selling known sperm donor agreements in SA. Online stores are selling copies of the known sperm donor agreement for R 675. Further still, a known sperm donor agreement can be downloaded free of charge on the Internet.

The question, is not if an anonymous donor can be called to become the holder of parental rights and responsibilities, but rather whether after natural insemination a mother may raise the defence of a known sperm donor agreement when the father applies for parental rights and responsibilities.

The process of artificial insemination specifically provides for the identity of the donor and the person who receives the donation to remain unknown to the other party. The intention of the parties, respectively, being to donate and obtain sperm, without ever hoping for the donor to have a relationship with the child or to contribute to the child’s upbringing.

Should the child, however, have been conceived through natural insemination the father’s chances of being awarded parental rights and responsibilities vastly improve, despite having a known sperm donor agreement in place. In the same breath, the chances of a mother being successful in defending such an application by means of the known sperm donor agreement also seems unlikely, depending on the circumstances of the case.

I submit that the reason for this, is that in most cases it would be in the child’s
the applicant would in all probability be a child, want to be part of the child’s life and have rights and responsibilities. This arrangement would have a similar effect to that of an anonymous sperm donor. Should the intention of the parties have been for the father to only be a sperm donor and neither party has a change of heart, such a father would, in all probability, never apply for parental responsibility. The mother would, therefore, be the sole holder of such rights and responsibilities. This arrangement would have a similar effect to that of an anonymous sperm donor.

Should the father, after the birth of the child, want to be part of the child’s life the applicant would in all probability be successful with his application, but for facts being presented to the court resulting in the court finding that such relief would not be in the best interest of the child in question.

Conclusion

The position and validity of a known sperm donor agreement in SA remains uncertain. Yet, when having regard to the best interests of the child and the possibility of such an agreement being contra bonos mores, as stated in the obiter dictum of the BR case, it would be advisable to recommend to clients not to enter into known sperm donor agreements. The risks of a known sperm donor agreement can be effectively remedied with legislative intervention, as was done with the surrogacy agreement in 2007.

For further reading, see also:

- ‘Appropriate contact and maintenance guidelines for sperm donors’ 2017 (Sep) DR 51;
- Dr Donrich Thaldar ‘Response to appropriate contact and maintenance guidelines for sperm donors’ 2018 (April) DR 4; and
- law reports ‘Family law’ 2018 (Nov) DR 34 for the BR v LS 2018 (5) SA 308 (KZD) judgment.

Herbert James David Robertson LLB (cum laude) (UP) is a legal practitioner at Lacante Henn Inc in Pretoria.
In the article ‘Revisiting the term “community” in the South African context’ 2018 (Dec) DR 18, Udo Richard Averweg and Professor Marcus Leaning once again brought to light the importance of defining the term ‘community’ referred to in s 2(1)(d) of the Restitution of Land Rights Act 22 of 1994 (the Act). This section refers to a claim of a ‘community’ that was dispossessed of rights in land in South Africa (SA). This section must be read in conjunction with s 25(6) and s 25(7) of the Constitution. Section 25(7) states, *inter alia*, that a community whose tenure of land is legally insecure due to past racially discriminatory laws or practices is entitled, to the extent provided by an Act of Parliament, to tenure which is legally secure or to comparable redress. Section 25(7) states the same if the community was dispossessed of property after 19 June 1913 as a result of past racially discriminatory laws or practices.

It appears that communal land claims are playing a major role in land restitution claims especially after the highly successful and much published Richtersveld community land restitution claim in the Constitutional Court (CC) in *Alexkor Ltd and Another v Richtersveld Community and Others* 2003 (12) BCLR 1301 (CC). The CC held that the Richtersveld community was entitled to restitution of the ownership of land and to the exclusive beneficial use and occupation of the claimed land. This case was initiated in the Land Claims Court (LCC) and reached the CC after an appeal to the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) (see GN Barrie ‘Land claims by indigenous peoples – litigation versus settlement? Observations on the Richtersveld litigation route followed in South Africa versus the Noongar settlement route followed in Western Australia’ (2018) 2 TSAR 344). The CC in the *Richtersveld* decision received international attention, not only because of the tenacity of the small Khoi community in taking on the state and its state-owned enterprise, but also for the ramifications of the order made by the CC in favour of the community.

**What is a ‘community’?**

There have been various attempts by South African courts to define the term ‘community’ but a consensus remains elusive. In *Department of Land Affairs and Others v Goedgelegen Tropical Fruits (Pty) Ltd* 2007 (10) BCLR 1027 (CC) Mseneke DCJ held that there was no reason to limit the meaning of the word ‘community’ in s 2(1)(d) of the Act by inferring a requirement that the group concerned must show an accepted tribal identity and hierarchy. That bonds of custom, culture and hierarchical loyalty may be helpful to establish a group’s shared rules relating to access and use of land. But far more essential, the court held, was whether the community retained much of their identity and cohesion of an erstwhile clan. Mseneke DCJ adopted a generous interpretation of the Act and held that for a ‘community’ to qualify as a claimant under s 2(1)(d) of the Act it must prove that there had remained something substantial and cohesive from the original community, and that they had derived their possession of land from shared rules (see W Du Plessis, J Pienaar and N Olivier ‘Land matters’ (2007) 22 SAPR/PL 548 at 581). In *Mhlanganisweni Community v Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform and Others* (LCC) (unreported case no LCC156/2009, 19-4-2012) (Gildenhuys J) the LCC stated that ancestral lands are joined to their descendent communities as closely as the umbilical cord joins mother and child. In this case the community was dispossessed just short of a hundred years ago and concerned the restoration of land comprising the Mala-Mala game reserve.
Many community restitutions of land claims are settled out of court as was done with the Makuleke community in 1996, the Makhoba community in 2002, the Riemvasmaakers in 1994 and the Makgoba community in 2009. The later’s land restitution included the tea plantations previously leased to the Sapekoe group by the state.

The Communal Land Rights Act 11 of 2004, which attempted to define what constitutes a ‘community’ was declared unconstitutional by the CC in Tongoane and Others v Minister of Agriculture and Land Affairs and Others 2010 (6) SA 214 (CC) because the wrong procedure had been followed in promulgating the specific Act.

The term ‘community’ in s 2(1)(d) of the Act, however, continues to call for an acceptable definition on which there is a semblance of a consensus. As stated by Averweg and Leaning (op cit) at present, conceptions of community are varied and a better understanding of the actual meaning of the term is needed.

In embarking on such an endeavour much can be gained from reflecting on how two other countries who have a similar history to SA when it comes to land issues pertaining to indigenous communities - Australia as ‘Aboriginal Nations’; these designations are capitalised because they are used as proper nouns to signify the status of the communities as they see themselves.

Canada

In Canada indigenous community land claims are based on the premise that the claim is founded on so-called ‘aboriginal title’. In Delgamuukw v British Columbia [1997] 3 SCR 1010 it was held that aboriginal title is held communally and is a collective right held by all members of an Indigenous Nation (there are numerous such nations in Canada, which in many instances consist of various ‘bands’ or communities). It was further held that to prove aboriginal title a community must prove that the land was occupied by the ancestors of the community; that at the time of the colonisation of Canada the communities occupied the specific land exclusively and that there must be continuity between the existing and pre-colonisation occupation by the community. This case supported the previous decision of Hamlet of Baker Lake v Minister of Indian Affairs and Northern Development [1979] 3 CCLR 17.

Section 35(2) of the Canadian Constitution states that “aboriginal peoples of Canada” includes the Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada’. Approximately 400 000 people identify as being Métis. The Métis are a distinct people that grew out of the symbiotic relationship between the original Indigenous Nations and the early European immigrants to Canada. Given the vastness of Canada, different Métis communities exist with their distinctive traits and traditions. In R v Powley 2003 SCC 43 the Supreme Court was seized with a Métis community land claim. To identify the community as a ‘community’ the court held that the relevant Métis community must have their -

• own customs;
• way of life;
• recognisable group identity;
• self-identification as a community; and
• evidence of an ancestral connection to a historic Métis community.

Regarding land claims of the Inuit Indigenous Nation’s community, the Nunavut Land Claims Agreement was signed in 1993 between the government and 26 Inuit communities comprising 30 000 people of whom 85% were Inuit. This agreement gave the Inuit as a community recognised constitutional rights over 351 000 km² of land.

any detail underlying indigenous communities land claims in these two countries and a brief overview will thus be given.

For purposes of what follows ‘indigenous communities’ in Canada will be referred to as ‘Indigenous Nations’ and in Australia as ‘Aboriginal Nations’. These designations are capitalised because they are used as proper nouns to signify the status of the communities as they see themselves.
Australia

The Aboriginal Nation of Australia consists of two main groupings. The one group is known as the Torres Strait Islanders and the other group consists of Aboriginal communities on mainland Australia and Tasmania. This latter group comprises of various distinct communities such as the Pitjantjatjara, the Tiwi and the Wiradjuri.

In Mabo v Queensland (No 2) (1992) 175 CLR 1 the Australian High Court was confronted with a claim by the Meriam community from the Torres Strait Islanders for the possession, occupation and use of the Murray Islands (part of the Torres Strait Islands). The court held that the Meriam community held so-called 'native title' to the Murray Islands. Such 'native title' was held to the Torres Strait Islands. The court held that the Meriam community held so-called 'native title' to the Murray Islands. Such 'native title' was held to be held communally by the Meriam community and the community was entitled to use the land under their laws and customs. The court held that memberships of the community, was based on -

- a biological descent;
- a mutual recognition of a person’s belonging to a community;
- an identifiable community with laws and customs regulating access and control of the land; and
- a substantial maintenance of a connection with the specific land.

This was elaborated on in Western Australia v Ward (2002) 213 CLR 1 and Yorta Yorta Aboriginal Community v Victoria (2002) 214 CLR 422.

The Mabo (No2) case was followed by the Native Title Act 1993, which was designed to recognise and protect Aboriginal Nation community rights in the future.

Conclusion

It is striking, but not surprising, how similar problems relating to land claims issues by indigenous communities are found in SA, Canada and Australia. The similarity results from the fact that in all three countries the property and constitutional law regimes are based on initial British colonisation, settlement and its aftermath.

The similarities are rife despite the fact that the three countries find themselves in the northern and southern hemispheres. In all three countries the transfer of political and property rights was initially accomplished without the consent of the indigenous communities. The colonisers assumed that by virtue of the international law doctrine of discovery that they gained exclusive property rights. In SA the process of racial segregation of land control had already begun under the colonial authorities and gained momentum with the Black Land Act 27 of 1913, the Development Trust and Land Act 18 of 1936 and the Group Areas Act 41 of 1950. To this must be added the introduction of four independent national states and six self-governing territories. To achieve land control based on race, quite extensive use was also made of forced removals and evictions. A complex statutory network of primary and subordinate legislation also necessary to sustain the complex web of rights and obligations, which inevitably encroached on common law rights on the one hand and communal property rights on the other. The profusion of legislative measures which emerged were to the disadvantage of the original indigenous communities.

This situation is very similar to the development of indigenous community land issues in Australia and Canada as set out above. These similarities make it imperative that SA takes cognisance of how indigenous communities have been defined in these two countries and how their community and land claims have been approached by their legislatures and courts. Such a study could only be of benefit in determining how to approach land restitution of communities in SA under the Act.

George Barrie BA LLB (UP) LLD (Unisa) is Professor Emeritus of the Law Faculty of the University of Johannesburg (UJ). He is formerly Dean of the UJ Law faculty and senior law adviser to the Department of Foreign Affairs.
This column discusses judgments as and when they are published in the South African Law Reports, the All South African Law Reports and the South African Criminal Law Reports. Readers should note that some reported judgments may have been overruled or overturned on appeal or have an appeal pending against them: Readers should not rely on a judgment discussed here without checking on that possibility – Editor.

**Advocates**

Requirements for admission and enrolment as an advocate: In terms of the Admission of Advocates Act 74 of 1964 (the Act) to be admitted and enrolled as an advocate a person had to be 'duly qualified', which phrase meant satisfying all the requirements for the LLB degree after completing a period of study of not less than four years or otherwise satisfied other requirements set out in s 3(2) of the Act. The Act was repealed on 1 November 2018 when the Legal Practice Act 28 of 2014 (the LPA) came into operation. The latter prescribes the requirements for admission and enrolment as an advocate as being the LLB degree completed after pursuing a course of study of not less than four years. However, the LPA has three additional requirements, which the Act did not have, namely vocational training, competency assessment or examination and community service. However, vocational training and an examination are required only for admission as a member of any of the societies of advocates (member of a Bar council).

Significant for present purposes is s 115 of the LPA, which provides that any person who, immediately before the date referred to in s 120(4) (1 November 2018),
was entitled to be admitted and enrolled as an advocate, attorney, conveyancer or notary is, after that date, entitled to be admitted and enrolled as such in terms of the LPA.

The issue in Ex parte Bakkes and Similar Cases 2019 (2) SA 486 (ECG) was whether a person who immediately prior to 1 November 2018 was duly qualified, would be entitled to be admitted and enrolled as an advocate, also had to satisfy the requirements of the LPA given that the Act had been repealed and the application was made in terms of the LPA. The court held that the dual admission and enrolment system applied. This meant that persons who, immediately prior to 1 November 2018 were duly qualified, would be admitted and enrolled as advocates without the need to comply with the requirements of the LPA. However, for persons who duly qualified on or after 1 November 2018 the requirements of the LPA would have to be complied with.

Contrary to the view of Modiba J in Ex Parte: Goosen and Similar Matters (GJ) (unreported case no 2018/2137, 25-3-20019) (Modiba, Sutherland JJ and Millar AJ) Roberson J held that there was no ambiguity in s 115 of the LPA. It was clear from the section that persons who qualified for admission and enrolment ‘in terms of this Act’ meant nothing more than that the LPA would be used as a vehicle for the admission of such persons, given that the Act had been repealed. To require such a person to satisfy the requirements of the Act and the LPA in order to be admitted would unfairly require such person to be dually qualified and would negate the provision in s 115 to the effect that such a person was entitled to be admitted and enrolled if they were entitled prior to 1 November 2018. Section 115 clearly recognised different requirements for admission and enrolment prior to and from 1 November 2018 onwards. Such a system would in any event eventually disappear as more applicants would have obtained their LLB degrees from 1 November 2018 onwards and the number of applicants who obtained their LLB degrees prior to or 1 November 2018 would diminish.

Citizenship
Acquisition of citizenship by naturalisation: Section 4(3) of the Citizenship Amendment Act 17 of 2010 (the Act), which came into effect on 1 January 2013, provides that a child born in South Africa (SA) whose parents are not South African citizens or who have not been admitted into the country for permanent residence, qualifies for South African citizenship on becoming a major if:

- they have lived in the country from the date of their birth to the date of becoming a major; and
- their birth has been registered in accordance with the provisions of the Births and Deaths Registration Act 51 of 1992.

In Minister of Home Affairs and Another v Ali and Others 2019 (2) SA 396 (SCA) the five respondents, Ali and others, satisfied the requirements of the section and accordingly qualified for citizenship by naturalisation. They were all born and lived in SA and had never been to any country or were the citizens of another country. However, their parents were not South African citizens nor had they permanent residence status. When the respondents applied for citizenship they were turned away as the appellant Minister of Home Affairs took the view that the section did not have retrospective application, meaning that it applied only to those children who were born after the commencement of the section on 1 January 2013. Furthermore, the minister had not promulgated the necessary regulations and application forms. The WCC, per Wille AJ, held that in the absence of the regulations and application forms, and pending their making, applications for citizenship by naturalisation had to be made on affidavit. The court further held that the section applied to all persons irrespective of whether they were born before or after 1 January 2013. The minister was ordered to promote the necessary forms to be made available within one year of the court order.

The SCA, after making slight amendment of the High Court order by changing the ‘necessary forms’ to ‘regulations’, dismissed an appeal against the order with costs. Mathopo JA (Lewis, Seriti, Wallis and Molemela JJ concurring) held that it was an af front to deny the respondents the right to apply for citizenship in a country where they were born, had lived and which was the only country they had ever known. Preventing children born prior to 1 January 2013, even though they had lived in the country since birth and had attained majority thereafter, was unfairly discriminatory.

Costs
Recovery of legal costs paid by the state for government officials litigating in his personal capacity: The facts in Democratic Alliance v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others and a Related Matter [2019] 1 All SA 681 (GP) were that in June 2005, December 2007, as well as March 2018 the former president of South Africa, Jacob Zuma, was charged with offences relating to racketeering, corruption, money laundering and fraud. During that period Zuma had just one aim, namely, to resist prosecution. To that end he employed private attorneys and teams of counsel, to make applications, counterapplications and interlocutory applications, which process the court described as litigating in a most luxurious scale. The total amount expended by the state in funding Zuma’s criminal prosecution and related civil proceedings ranged from R 16 million to R 32 million. The funding was authorised by the Director-General in the Presidency (the Presidency) and/or the State Attorney. In a few instances funding was provided without authorisation by either of the two.

The Democratic Alliance,
an official opposition party in Parliament, instituted proceedings for a review and setting aside of the decision of the Presidency and the State Attorney to provide such funding, relying on the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 (PAJA), as well as the principle of legality. The Economic Freedom Fighters, another political party, based its review application on the principle of legality only.

The GP granted the order with costs to be paid by Zuma. The court declared invalid, and accordingly reviewed and set aside the decision of the Presidency and the State Attorney to cover legal costs, which Zuma incurred in his personal capacity. To ensure that recovery of such costs would take place the court directed the State Attorney to compile a full and complete accounting of all the legal costs incurred by Zuma in his personal capacity in litigation concerned and, thereafter, to take all necessary steps, including the institution of legal proceedings, to recover such amounts. The State Attorney was directed, within three months of the order, to file a report, made under oath, detailing the steps that had been taken and that would be taken to recover the amounts paid by the state for Zuma’s legal costs.

Meyer J (Ledwaba DJP and Kubushi J concurring) held that the provisions of s 3 of the State Attorney Act 56 of 1957 and reg 12.2.1 of the Treasury Regulations made in terms of the Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1991 did not authorise the impugned decisions by the Presidency and the State Attorney to pay for Zuma’s private legal costs in defending corruption and other related charges against him and in ancillary or related civil legal proceedings. The impugned decisions were not authorised by the statutory provisions invoked by the Presidency and the State Attorney and consequently amounted to a breach of the principle of legality. They were unconstitutional and fell to be set aside. They also fell to be reviewed and set aside in terms of PAJA. They were not authorised, were ultra vires and were influenced by an error of law.

Delict

Strict liability under actio de pauperie: In Roman law ‘pauperies’ was damage done without any legal wrong on the part of the doer since an animal (being devoid of reasoning) was incapable of committing a legal wrong. In such a situation the owner was held liable for damage caused by their animal merely because they were the owner. However, they could avoid pauperian liability by handing the animal over to the victim in surrender if they chose not to offer pecuniary damages. In Cloete v Van Meyeren 2019 (2) SA 490 (ECP); [2019] All SA 662 (ECP) dogs belonging to the defendant Van Meyeren attacked and seriously injured the plaintiff Cloete, a passer-by, in the street. The dogs escaped from the premises after an intruder had broken the locked gates and left them open. The defendant raised the plea that his liability was excluded by the conduct of the third party, the intruder, who had broken the locked gates and left them open, and consequently there was no fault on the defendant’s part.

After separating the issue of liability from the quantum, it was held that the defendant was liable for such loss as would be proved or agreed at a later stage. The defendant was ordered to pay the costs. Lowe J held that there were no facts present in the matter, pleaded or proven, bringing into operation the concept of culpable conduct of a third party (the intruder) causing a domesticated animal to act contra naturam and thus exonerating the owner from pauperian liability. Similarly, it was clear that the third-party intruder relied on was not in charge or in control of the dogs and thereafter failed by negligent conduct to prevent them injuring the victim.
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that the policy was unlawfu
that the was made. Contesting the va
that the learner was not matter whether the institu
tion was an independent school or a public one. That was the case regardless of whether the exclusion related to the child's conduct or any breaches by its parents. In the present case the fact that the learner was allowed to write his examinations once the arrears were paid did not make the school's conduct less reprehensible. The school's conduct in isolating the learner and placing him in a separate room while other learners wrote examinations was degrading, humiliating and inhumane. It penalised the learner, a minor, for his parents' conduct for which he was not responsible. In imple

menting such a penalty the school failed to take into account the learner's best interests and conducted itself contrary to international treaties, the South African Schools Act 84 of 1996 and the Constitution. Doing so was not in the best interests of the learner.

**Education**

Invalidity of exclusion policy under which learner is excluded from examinations and seated apart from fellow learners: In NM v John Wes-ley School and Another 2019 (2) SA 557 (KZD) the first respondent was an independent private school, namely, John Wesley School (the school), had a policy in terms of which a learner would be excluded from participation in the activities of the school if payment of school fees was not paid up to date. In the instant case the minor, being the applicant's child, was excluded from writing examinations because of the non-payment of school fees and put in a separate room, isolated from other learners, when the examinations were underway. The school refused payment of arrear by instalments, with the result that the minor was so treated until full payment was made. Contesting the validity and constitutionality of the exclusion policy the applicant approached the High Court for an order declaring

**Electricity**

Human catastrophe justifies prohibition of reduction or termination of electricity supply: In Resilient Proper-ties (Pty) Ltd v Eskom Holdings Soc Ltd and Others 2019 (2) SA 577 (GJ); [2019] 2 All SA 185 (GJ), the second respondent, Gamagara Local Aut hority (the municipality), a small municipality based in Kathu village in the north-eastern sector of the Northern Cape Province, fell into arrears with payment for electricity supplied by the first respondent Eskom. The two parties reached an agreement in terms of which the municipal ity undertook to pay instal ments as they fell due. When the municipality failed to honour the agreement Eskom gave a 'termination notice' dated 14 Match 2018 in which it indicated that it was initially going to reduce and eventually terminate its electricity supply to the municipality. To prevent the threatened reduction or termination, pending final review and setting aside of that decision, the applicant Resilient Properties, the owner and operator of a shopping mall within the area of jurisdiction of the municipality, approached the High Court for interdictory relief. Resilient, whose electricity bill with the municipality was up to date, alleged that the threatened termination of electricity supply would have catastrophic effect on the mall and residents of the municipality by among others destroying water-reticulation and waste-water treatment systems, as well as lead to the shutdown of schools and compromise the operation of old-age homes, security companies and health-care provid ers. Eskom did not deny the allegations. The court granted an interdict restraining Eskom from implementing the termina
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tion notice. The court further directed the municipality to pay Eskom all amounts falling due in terms of the instalments provided for in the acknowledgement of debt existing between the parties. Costs were to be costs in the cause of the pending main application. The court emphasised the fact that what Eskom was being restrained from doing, was the intended interruption of electricity supply as per the ‘termination notice’ or any substantially similar notice and not every conceivable interruption or reduction decision, as Eskom could well conceive – after appropriate notice and consultation – of a form of reduction of supply of electricity that would not result in a human catastrophe as indicated above.

Van der Linde J held that in principle Eskom had the power under s 21(5) of the Electricity Regulation Act 4 of 2006 to terminate or interrupt the supply of electricity to the municipality, given the latter’s contractual default. Due to the nature and source of Eskom’s power, the exercise thereof was administrative action for the purposes of ss 33 of the Constitution and the Promotion of Administrative Justice Act 3 of 2000 and was constrained, if not by the requirement of reasonableness then at least by the baseline standard of rationality. Ordinarily the power to interrupt or terminate the supply of electricity would have been intended to prevent Eskom from having to supply electricity when it would not be paid for. However, it could not be accepted that the power would have been intended to be exercised in such a manner that it would in a given circumstance result in widespread human catastrophe.

Minerals and petroleum

Prior informed consent of holders of informal land rights required before granting mining rights: In Baleni and Others v Minister of Mineral Resources and Others 2019 (2) SA 453 (GP); [2019] 1 All SA 358 (GP) the applicants, Baleni and others, were members of the Umgungundlovu community (the community) living on ancestral land in the Xolobeni area, Eastern Cape. The fifth respondent, Transworld Energy and Minerals Resources (the company) wanted to carry out mining activities in the area. The majority of the applicants lived within or in close proximity of the proposed mining area and opposed the intended mining activities of the company taking place without their free prior informed consent as provided for in s 2(1) of the Interim Protection of Informal Land Rights Act 31 of 1996 (IPILRA), which states that no person may be deprived of any informal right to land without their consent. The applicants’ right to the land in question was informal as it was communal and without title deeds, the land having been occupied in terms of customary law and tradition. On the other hand the first respondent (the minister) relied on the provisions of the Minerals and Petroleum Resources Development Act 28 of 2002 (the MPRDA) contending that ‘consultation’ with the community, instead of their ‘consent’ was sufficient to enable mining activities to be carried out.

In the application, the applicants sought a declaratory order to the effect that in terms of IPILRA the minister was obliged to obtain their full and informed consent prior to granting any mining rights to the company. The order was granted with costs.

Basson J held that the granting of mining right over the property amounted to deprivation of rights over land for the purposes of IPILRA and s 25 of the Constitution as it would result in the diminution of the use, occupation and access to the land. Due to such deprivation, the consent requirement provided for in s 2(1) of IPILRA was triggered, as the land was not expropriated in terms of the Expropriation Act 63 of 1975 or any other Act. ‘Consent’ could not be equated with ‘consultation’. The former contemplated an agreement while the latter envisaged a process of consensus-seeking that might not necessarily result in an agreement. Communities such as the applicants were afforded broader protection in terms of IPILRA when mining rights were considered by the Minister.

Mortgage bonds

Money order and order to specially execute against primary residential immovable property to be granted or postponed simultaneously: The facts in Standard Bank of South Africa Ltd v Hendricks and Another and Related Cases 2019 (2) SA 620 (WCC), [2019] 1 All SA 839 (WCC) were that on 13 September 2018 a total of seven foreclosure matters served in the WCC, before Savage J where Standard Bank and Absa Bank sought an order of execution against immovable property, which was the primary residence of the judgment debtor. In view of the judgment of the full court of the CJ, in the case of Absa Bank Ltd v Mokebe and Related Cases 2018 (6) SA 492 (GJ) (Savage J) invoked the provisions of s 14(1)(b) of the Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013 and postponed the matters. Thereafter the Judge President referred the matters for hearing before a Full Court, inviting the legal practitioners for the parties, together with amici curiae, to address the court on a number of issues, which essentially amounted to whether an application for a judgment order sounding in money and an order of special executability relating to the same matter could be heard separately or should be held simultaneously. A related question was whether a judgment order sounding in money could be granted while the order of special executability was postponed. There was also the question whether the court had a discretion to postpone such a judgment, as well as a special executability order hearing. The parties were also directed to address the court on the issue of the reserve price if the property were to be declared executiable. The individual defendants did not participate in the proceedings.

All the applications were postponed sine die, nothing being said about costs which the applicants did not seek. The Full Court per Erasmus, Dolamo and Savage JJ held that r 46A of the Uniform Rules of Court, which required personal service on the debtor of the notice of a motion for a judgment sounding in money and an order of executability, required that more should be said on the attempt to achieve personal service than simply a reference by the Sheriff to the fact that the debtor was not present or could not be found at the premises. Such personal service could include service.
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at the Debtor’s workplace or at their home over the weekend. If personal service was not possible, the court had to be approached to authorise service in some other manner.

A combined application for the judgment sounding in money and the order of executability against a primary residence, in terms of r 46A, required personal service on the debtor. Both an order sounding in money and a special executability order had to be sought simultaneously by the creditor and not separately. It was not appropriate to order postponement of the implementation of the order of special executability only. Having regard to s 26 (right of access to adequate housing) of the Constitution, the court had a discretion to postpone the judgment sounding in money hearing, together with the order for special execution where a court, on a proper consideration of the facts before it, considered doing so to be in the interests of justice.

On the issue of a reserve price it was held that in most instances the benefits of setting a reserve price outweighed any prejudice, which would arise in doing so. A reserve price would halt the sale of homes at nominal value to the direct prejudice of the judgment debtor. It was, therefore, only in exceptional circumstances that the court would exercise its discretion not to set a reserve price.

Note: The court attached two annexures to the judgment, one being a Practice Directive dealing with the requirements for an order sounding in money and an order of special executability while the other annexure dealt with the contents of the affidavit supporting the application, which the attorney or financial institution seeking the order had to prepare.

Refugees
Delay in applying for asylum status is not fatal to the application: The facts in Ruta v Minister of Home Affairs 2019 (2) SA 320 (CC); 2019 (3) BCLR 383 (CC), were that the appellant Ruta, a national of Rwanda, entered the country other than at a port of entry and without a visa, this making him an illegal foreigner. Some 15 months later he was arrested for traffic offences at which stage his status as an illegal foreigner was established. While in prison for the traffic offences the Department of Home Affairs (the Department) sought to deport him to his country. It was at that stage that he applied for asylum status. The attitude of the Department was that it was too late for him to apply and would accordingly be deported.

The GP granted an interdict restraining his deportation and ordered his release from prison. On appeal to the SCA the decision of the High Court was reversed. The CC granted leave to appeal and upheld the appeal with costs even though by that time the issue between the parties had become moot as the appellant had been released from prison and his application for asylum status was in process. It was nevertheless in the public interest to deal with the appeal as it raised an arguable point of law while there were many people in the appellant’s position before his release.

Reading a unanimous decision of the court Cameron J held that once an intention to apply for asylum was evinced, the protective measures of the Refugees Act 130 of 1998 (the Refugees Act) and the regulations came into play. As a result, the asylum seeker was entitled as of right to be set free subject to the provisions of the Refugees Act. Failure to apply for asylum at the first available opportunity was no disqualification since delay did not function as an absolute disqualification from initiating the asylum application process. All asylum seekers were protected by the principle of non-refoulement (which prohibited sending asylum seekers back to a jurisdiction they were fleeing from), which protection applied as long as the claim for refugee status had not been finally rejected after a proper procedure. Until the right to seek asylum was afforded and a proper determination procedure was engaged and completed, the Constitution required that the principle of non-refoulement as articulated in s 2 of the Refugees Act should prevail. The overriding principle of the section was that apart from those officially recognised as refugees and afforded refugee status, no applicant for asylum should be expelled, extradited or returned to any other country or be subjected to any similar measures.

Other cases
Apart from the cases and material dealt with or referred to above the material under review also contained cases dealing with: Business rescue, cancellation of procurement contracts on the basis of prior fraud, confirmation of a surrogate motherhood agreement, cost price of trading stock as the benchmark against which diminution in value should be measured, costs on attorney and client scale due to vexatious and abusive conduct in litigation, accrued accruement of proceeds of sale of property on date of agreement, emoluments attachment order, fishing quotas, foreclosure of residential property, hate speech, mental competence of the complainant in a rape trial, removal of a trustee by Master not invalidating decisions taken by such trustee, repudiation of contract, review and setting aside of unfair disciplinary proceedings, review of decision of both first instance and appeal, as well as trial for murder, defeating or obstructing administration of justice.
LLB graduates from private institutions are qualified to enter professional legal practice

Independent Institute of Education (Pty) Ltd v The KwaZulu-Natal Law Society and Others (KZP) (unreported case no 9090/18, 22-2-2019) (Sibiya AJ)

In this significant judgment, the applicant was the Independent Institute of Education (IIE), which is registered in terms of s 54(1)(c) of the Higher Education Act 101 of 1997, as amended, as a private higher education institute since 2007. This entitled the IIE to offer tertiary qualifications, such as diplomas, certificates and degrees at graduate and postgraduate level, in accordance with its accreditation. In May 2017 the Council on Higher Education, the body responsible for accrediting programmes of higher education in the country, accredited the IIE to provide the LLB degree at its campuses. In doing so, the Accreditation Committee of the Higher Education Quality Committee of the Council on Higher Education found the IIE to be on par with the course it offered in every respect with the LLB degrees offered by public universities.

In October 2017 the IIE was registered to offer the LLB degree at the National Qualifications Framework level 8, by the South African Qualifications Authority, the statutory body responsible for qualification standards set by the Minister of Higher Education. One of the stated purposes of the qualification is to prepare students for a career in professional legal practice, including practice as an advocate, attorney or prosecutor.

The IIE duly offered the LLB degree at six of its campuses that are designated as Varsity Colleges in various provinces and at different locations, and in the 2018 academic year, the IIE registered an approximate 200 first-year students.

On 19 January 2018, the first respondent, the KwaZulu-Natal Law Society (KZNLS) in response to a query from one of the student’s parents, indicated that the LLB degree offered by the IIE did not meet the requirements for admission as an attorney in terms of s 2(1) of the Attorneys Act 53 of 1979 (the 1979 Act). In this regard, it should be noted that the 1979 Act has subsequently been repealed in its entirety by the Legal Practice Act 28 of 2014 (LPA), which came into effect on 1 November 2018 and s 2(1) of the 1979 Act has been replaced by s 26(1) of the LPA.

The KZNLS’ legal stance was premised on two arguments. First, the 1979 Act provides that an LLB obtained from a ‘university’ qualifies one for articles of clerkship, a prerequisite for admission as an attorney, and neither the applicant nor its Varsity College brand is a university. Secondly, the KZNLS advanced the reason that as of November 2017 the Council on Higher Education had listed all the institutions with an accredited LLB programme and the IIE was not listed as such an institution. The latter argument was subsequently withdrawn by KZNLS and was no longer an issue.

When the matter came before Sibiya AJ on the opposed motion roll on 11 December 2018, the KwaZulu-Natal Division of the High Court in Pietermaritzburg had to determine whether s 26(1)(a) of the LPA infringed the applicant’s constitutional rights to:

• equality before the law in terms of s 9(1) of the Constitution;
• freedom of trade, profession and occupation in terms of s 22 of the Constitution;
• right to establish private education institutions in terms of s 29(3) of the Constitution; and
• importantly, if this was indeed so, whether such infringements were reasonable and justifiable in terms of s 36 of the Constitution, namely the limitation clause.

Prior to this hearing, the matter was first enrolled on the motion roll on 25 September 2018 before Koen J in the form of an application brought on an urgent basis to review the decision of the KZNLS to refuse to recognise the IIE’s LLB degree as being sufficient for entry into the legal profession. In addition, the applicant sought a declaratory order that its LLB degree was duly registered and was the equivalent to the LLB degree offered by accredited public universities. On that occasion, Koen J adjourned the application sine die and granted the IIE leave to amend the relief it claimed and to supplement its papers.

The IIE did so, and that resulted in the revised content of the papers and relief sought before Sibiya AJ, who in her judgment addressed the issues, which are succinctly summarised below.

The court firstly addressed the meaning of the term ‘university’ and it referred to the Higher Education Amendment Act 9 of 2016 (the Act) that made the distinction between a university established under the Act and any other higher education institution. The court found that, with reference to the Act, the term ‘university’ could not be read to include the applicant and the applicant was, therefore, excluded. Although this sustained the argument advanced by the KZNLS, it did not, by any means, end the inquiry.

The court then dealt with the matter of greater legal and indeed constitutional significance, namely, whether s 26(1) of the LPA infringed or limited the IIE’s applicants’ rights under ss 9, 22 and 29(3) of the Constitution.

In doing so, the court dealt with the content of s 29(3) and found that the IIE, having shown that it met the criteria set out in s 29(3) and also those in ch 7 of the Higher Education Act, therefore, enjoyed the same rights to offer the accredited four-year LLB as public universities have and its exclusion from s 26(1)(a) of the LPA unlawfully and unconstitutionally limited this right.

In addressing the cardinal importance of the right to equality before the law under s 9(1), the court ruled that the KZNLS had unfairly discriminated against the IIE and that the IIE and its students have the right to equal protection and benefit of the law. The court’s reasoning was that the minimum standards set for admission as an attorney was an LLB degree from a university. It held further that there is only one LLB degree that is accredited by the South African
Qualifications Authority and it is the same for public universities, as well as for the IIE, a private tertiary institution. The court considered the confirmation of the Council on Higher Education that the applicant’s four-year LLB degree is in every respect on par with those from public universities. Furthermore, the court found there was no rational link between the impugned provision and the legislative purpose as reflected in all the relevant statutes. This meant that the differentiation that constituted the KZNLS’ argument for non-recognition, limited the IIE’s rights under s 9(1) of the Constitution, without valid justification.

In addressing the ambit of s 22 of the Constitution, the High Court referred to correspondence between the Minister of Higher Education and the Minister of Justice where the former stated at para 41 that: ‘The problem that section 26(1)(a) of the LPA creates is that LLB graduates who have obtained their qualification from registered private higher education institutions may not be given an opportunity to practice.’

The court’s statement at para 46 relating to the effect of s 26(1)(a) of the LPA is of singular importance, that is, ‘of limiting the entry into the profession to the LLB degree obtained from a university, when there is no material distinction between what is offered by a university and that offered by the applicant, cannot be said to be anything but arbitrary.’ The court concluded that s 26(1)(a) of the LPA limited the rights of the applicant and its LLB students.

Further inquiry examined whether the limitation of the rights under ss 9, 22 and 29(3) of the Constitution were justifiable under s 36, as the court had found that the distinction created by s 26(1)(a) of the LPA between LLB degrees in public universities and those from the IIE created an unnecessary and unjustifiable limitation to entry into the profession and consequently found the provisions of s 26(1)(a) to be unconstitutional and invalid.

The court order further stipulated that students who graduate with an LLB degree offered by the IIE after 1 January 2018, are as qualified to enter the practice of the legal profession as the graduates from public universities in South Africa.

As Sibiya AJ’s judgment involved the invalidation of a provision in parliamentary legislation it is required that the Constitutional Court must in terms of s 167(5) ratify or confirm the invalidation.

Geoffrey Abrahams BA (UWC) BProc LLM (Unisa) is a lecturer at IIE Varsity College, Durban North Campus.

Legality of occupation of property by homeless persons

Ngomane and Others v City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality and Another (SCA) (unreported case no 734/2017, 3-4-2019) (Maya P) (Dambuza, Van der Merwe, Schippers JJA and Nicholls AJA concurring)

Homelessness is a problem experienced worldwide, regardless of a country’s economic status. In South Africa, an estimated 100 000 to 200 000 people are living on the streets. With harsh weather conditions, no access to ablution facilities and no income, people living this way are arguably the most destitute in the country – Kerry-Lee Black (‘Exploring the lived experiences of homelessness in a Cape Town suburb’ (Dissertation, University of Cape Town, 2017) at 1).

As a result, on being homeless and not being able to afford rent for accommodation, people usually occupy vacant land or perhaps any place where they can make a home for themselves – by building structures with material they have collected. On 3 April, the Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) delivered judgment in the case of Ngomane, where it was approached to provide relief for applicants, a group of destitute and homeless people who had made a home for themselves on a traffic island under the R31 highway bridge over End Street, between Durban and Meikle Streets, in the business district of the City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Municipality (the City). As such, this case note, and commentary will focus on the facts and background of the case, and the court’s decision in the matter.

**Legal background**

The applicants approached the SCA for leave to appeal against the decision of the Gauteng Local Division of the High Court in Johannesburg. The applicants had sought an order directing the respondents to return their personal belongings and material; alternatively, that they be provided with similar material and possession thereof. The applicants’ property was confiscated and destroyed by the Johannesburg Metropolitan Police Department (JMPD). The basis of their application was that the traffic island constituted a place of residence and home within the meaning of s 26(3) of the Constitution, thus rendering the conduct of the JMPD an unlawful eviction.

**The court’s decision**

The court firstly determined whether the applicants’ property constituted a building or structure in terms of s 1 of Prevention of Illegal Eviction from and Unlawful Occupation of Land Act 19 of 1998 (PIE Act). The court held that the pile of loose wooden pallets, cardboard boxes and plastic sheets belonging to the applicants could not be interpreted as buildings or structures within the meaning of s 1 of PIE. Therefore, the conduct of the JMPD did not amount to eviction. Nonetheless, the applicants’ property was unlawfully destroyed. The court went on to establish whether the applicants had any remedy and if so, this enabled the court to determine the harm...
suffered by the applicants. It agreed with the court and held that the applicants could not invoke the *mandament van spolie* (spoliation order), on the basis that such order is applicable and granted where the property in question is in existence and may be returned to the rightful lawful owner. As such, the spoliation order cannot be granted if the property in question has been destroyed. The SCA reiterated what was said in *Tswelopele Non-Profit Organisation and Others v City of Tshwane Metropolitan Municipality and Others* 2007 (6) SA 511 (SCA) at paras 24 to 26.

While the *mandament* clearly enjoins breaches of the rule of law and serves as a disincentive to self-help, its object is the interim restoration of physical control and enjoyment of specified property – not its reconstructed equivalent. To insist that the *mandament* be extended to mandatory substitution of the property in dispute would be to create a different and wider remedy than that received into South African law, one that would lose its possessory focus in favour of different objectives (including a peacekeeping function). … I do not think that formulating an appropriate constitutional remedy in this case requires us to seize upon a common-law analogy and force it to perform a constitutional function.'

In rejecting the spoliation order relief, the court held at para 21 that: 'What is clear, however, is that the confiscation and destruction of the applicants’ property was a patent, arbitrary deprivation thereof [as provided in s 25(1) of the Constitution] and a breach of their right to privacy enshrined in s 14(c) of the Constitution, “which includes the right not to have … their possessions seized”'.

The respondents’ conduct was further characterised as ‘disrespectful and demeaning’. The court held that this, in effect, resulted in distress and violated the applicants’ right to dignity. Therefore, the respondents’ conduct was unconstitutional and unlawful, thus entitling the applicants to obtain the appropriate relief as envisaged in s 38 of the Constitution. As to what constitutes appropriate relief, the court relied on *Fose v Minister of Safety and Security* 1997 (3) SA 786 (CC) at paras 18 and 19.

The court then upheld the application for leave to appeal and condonation for late filing, with costs, and ordered that:

- the destruction of the applicants’ property was unconstitutional and unlawful;

- the first respondent had to pay each applicant a sum of R 1 500 as compensation for the destruction of their property; and

- the respondents had to pay the costs of the application, jointly and severally, the one paying the other to be absolved.

**Conclusion**

The court dismissed the applicants’ reliance on s 26(3) of the Constitution and PIE, and held that the property of the applicants did not constitute a building or structure within the meaning of s 1 of PIE. It, however, ensured that the applicants obtained alternative relief, namely, a payment of R 1 500 each. This was a fair decision. However, I am of the view that the court could have suggested to the respondents – that, in future, when they embark on the ‘clean-up’ operation, a (written) notice should be given to the people who stay in the area, which has to be cleaned. People who stay in places such as those in which the applicants lived, are also members of society and they should be treated with dignity and they should enjoy the same human rights as everyone else. Despite living in a place not falling within the meaning of s 1 of PIE, a written notice before clearing the place should have preceded any action. Furthermore, the clean-up by the officials should be carried in a manner that respects and protects the inherent dignity of those affected.
Mrs Oosthuizen then made her investment in the scheme but apart from receiving a payment of R 1 400, received no returns before the development ultimately failed. The failure was due to a Reserve Bank investigation, which found that Sharemax had been taking deposits illegally (at para 3).

To recoup her initial investment plus interest, Mrs Oosthuizen instituted proceedings against Mr Castro who in turn sought indemnification from Centriq Insurance Limited. Centriq, however, denied such indemnification on the grounds that an exclusion clause in the policy existed in their favour. The exclusion released them from indemnifying an insured member in respect of any claims against such member arising from depreciation in the value of any investment or claims as a result of the performance of an investment. Based on these two arguments Centriq approached the SCA to dismiss the order granted in Mrs Oosthuizen’s favour and additionally to hold Centriq liable for Mr Castro’s actions (at para 6).

The court, in dismissing the appeal, and with reference to Professor J Bird (MacGillivray on Insurance Law 14ed (Sweet & Maxwell 2018) at para 11-007-1-008) stated that: ‘The consequence of adopting a business-like or commercially sensible construction of an insurance policy is that the literal meaning of words read in their context may have to yield to a fair and sensible application where they are likely to “produce an unrealistic and generally unanticipated result”, which is at odds with the purpose of the policy.’ The court further held that those clauses not entitled to lean to a construction more favourable to an insured person than the language of the contract permits in cases where the policy seems ‘to drive a hard bargain.’ The insured person would only be entitled to that, for which they are insured. In cases of real ambiguity, the courts would use the doctrine of contra proferentem, interpreting the plain language of the policy as against the insurer who inserted the exclusion as per Fedgen Insurance Ltd v Leyds 1995 (3) SA 33 (A) (at para 18).

Addressing both exclusions, Cachalia JA observed that the investment resulted in a complete loss of capital, therefore, not triggering the first exception relating to depreciation. Regarding the second exclusion, Mr Castro was aware from the onset that Mrs Oosthuizen’s intention was focused on the security of the investment and not its guaranteed performance, thereby negating its use (at para 30). Mrs Oosthuizen had no previous background or experience in investing and trusted Mr Castro as he was previously her late husband’s adviser. Furthermore, Mr Castro misled Mrs Oosthuizen as to the investments fundamental character (at para 30). For these reasons the court negated the use of the exclusionary clause.

Conclusion
This judgment will have interesting consequences on the future of exclusion clauses and their drafting in relation to PI insurance. It further creates the precedent of ensuring that exclusion clauses be more effective, and that insurers are to specify the content of such exclusions in as much detail as possible. If this is done as part of the policy, then its use will be relied on in whatever manner it is so laid out, as that would constitute what the parties contracted for. Only in cases of ambiguity, would alternate interpretations be considered and even then, it would be to whatever ends the court finds it to be commercially acceptable. Such a route would leave the door open to an outcome neither party expected when entering into the contract in the first instance.

New legislation
Legislation published from 29 March – 30 April 2019

Philip Stoop BCom LLM (UP) LLD (Unisa) is an associate professor in the department of mercantile law at Unisa.

Commencement of Acts
Financial Intelligence Centre Amendment Act 1 of 2017, ss 2(a) and (c), 3(c), 17, 20, 21(b), 24, 39 and 42. Commencement: 1 April 2019. GN 519 GG42360/29-3-2019 (also available in Afrikaans).


Selected list of delegated legislation
Agricultural Product Standards Act 119 of 1990

Imposition of levies on perishable products. GenN205 GG42380/5-4-2019.

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment Act 53 of 2003

Codes of good practice on Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment: Defence sector code. GN567 GG42391/12-4-2019.

Civil Aviation Act 13 of 2009


Compensation for Occupational Injuries and Diseases Act 130 of 1993

Annual increase in medical tariffs for medical services providers. GenN188, GenN189, GenN190, GenN191, GenN192 and GenN193 GG42354/29-3-2019.


Standard rates. GN532 GG42372/2-4-2019.


Rules for the election of the president, speaker and deputy speaker of the National Assembly, chairperson and deputy chairperson of the National Council of Provinces, premiers of provinces and the speaker and deputy speaker of provincial legislatures. GenN207 GG42386/5-4-2019.

Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977


Dental Technicians Act 19 of 1979

Amendment of the regulations relating to the registration of dental laboratories and related matters. GN R524 GG42367/1-4-2019.

Annual fees payable. GN R523 GG42367/1-4-2019.
Electricity Act 41 of 1987
License fees payable by licensed generators of electricity. GN602  GG42417/26-4-2019.

Electronic Communications Act 36 of 2005
Ordering System Specification for geographic, non-geographic and number portability in terms of reg 7 of the Number Portability Regulations. GN518 GG42358/29-3-2019.
Increase of administrative fees in relation to service licenses. GenN201 GG42370/1-4-2019.
Increase of the radio frequency spectrum license fees in terms of the Radio Frequency License Fee Amendment Regulations, 2015. GenN200 GG42370/1-4-2019.
Increase of administrative fees in relation to the type of approval. GenN202 GG42377/3-4-2019.
Fertilizers, Farm Feeds, Agricultural Remedies and Stock Remedies Act 36 of 1947
Amendment of regulations relating to the tariffs for registration of fertilizers, farm feeds, agricultural remedies, stock remedies, sterilising plants and pest control operators, appeals and imports. GN471 GG42337/29-3-2019.
Fils and Publications Act 65 of 1996
Classification guidelines for classification of films, interactive computer games and certain publications. GN539 GG42380/5-4-2019.

Financial Intelligence Centre Act 38 of 2001
Directive: Usage of an automated transaction monitoring system for the detection and submission of regulatory reports to the Financial Intelligence Centre in terms of s 29. GN517 GG42357/29-3-2019.
Adoption of resolutions by the security council of the United Nations. GN528 GG42369/1-4-2019.

Financial Sector Regulation Act 9 of 2017
Amendment of the Financial Sector Regulations. GenN196 GG42359/29-3-2019 (also available in Sesotho).

Independent Communications Authority of South Africa Act 13 of 2000
Amendment of the national and provincial party elections broadcasts and political advertisements regulations, 2014. GN534 GG42374/2-4-2019.
International Trade Administration Act 71 of 2002
Guidelines and conditions to a bilateral safeguard application in terms of art 34 of the Economic Partnership Agreement between European Union and Southern African Development Community states. GenN177 GG42337/29-3-2019.
Land Survey Act 8 of 1997
Fees to be charged by the offices of the Chief Surveyor-General and the Surveyor-General for products and services provided. GN610 GG42417/26-4-2019.
Legal Aid South Africa Act 39 of 2014
Amendment of regulations. GN R498 GG42338/29-3-2019 (also available in Sesotho).
Amendments to the Legal Aid Manual. GN R522 GG42366/1-4-2019.
National Credit Act 34 of 2005
Amendment of the regulations for matters relating to the functions of the National Consumer Tribunal and rules for conduct of matters before the Tribunal. GN496 GG42337/29-3-2019.
National Education Policy Act 27 of 1996
Amendments to the national policy pertaining to the conduct, administration and management of the National Senior Certificate examination. GN633 and GN634 GG42430/30-4-2019.
National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998
Regulations laying down the procedure to be followed for the adoption of spatial tools or environmental management instruments contemplated in s 242(2)(c) and (e). GN542 GG42380/5-4-2019.
National Heritage Resources Act 25 of 1998
Identified types of objects that are protected and may not be exported without a permit. GN587 GG42407/18-4-2019.
National Prosecuting Authority Act 32 of 1998
Establishment of an investigating directorate in the office of National Director of Public Prosecutions. Proc 20 GG42383/4-4-2019 (also available in Afrikaans).
Natural Scientific Professions Act 27 of 2003
Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction Act 87 of 1993
Declaration of certain nuclear-related dual-use equipment, materials, software and related technology as controlled goods, and control measures applicable to such goods. GN493 GG42337/29-3-2019 (also available in Setswana).
Declaration of certain chemical goods as controlled goods, and control measures applicable to such goods. GN495 GG42337/29-3-2019 (also available in Sesotho).
Nursing Act 33 of 2005
National policy on nursing education and training. GN544 GG42380/5-4-2019. Regulations relating to the approval of minimum requirements for the education and training of a learner or student leading to registration in the category midwife. GN R558 GG42381/5-4-2019.
Pharmacy Act 53 of 1974
Rule relating to services for which pharmacists may levy a fee and guidelines for levying such a fee. BN35 GG42337/29-3-2019.
Fees payable to the Council. BN41 GG42391/12-4-2019.
Annual fee increase. GenN216 GG42391/12-4-2019.
Public Audit Act 25 of 2004
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Regulations on audits by auditors in private practice. GN527 GG42368/1-4-2019 (also available in Afrikaans).
Investigations and Special Audits Regulations. GN525 GG42368/1-4-2019 (also available in Afrikaans).
Material Irregularity Regulations. GN526 GG42368/1-4-2019 (also available in Afrikaans).
Road Accident Fund Act 56 of 1996
Adjustment of statutory limit for claims for loss of income and loss of support to R 281 271 with effect from 30 April 2019. BN71 GG42417/26-4-2019 (also available in Afrikaans).
Superior Courts Act 10 of 2013
Determination of areas under jurisdiction of Mpumalanga division of High Court of South Africa. GN615 GG42420/26-4-2019.
Draft Bills
Draft delegated legislation
Draft national norms and standards for funding of community education and training colleges. GN582 GG42396/12-4-2019.
Proposed amendments to the Animal Diseases Regulations in terms of the Animal Diseases Act 35 of 1984 with regard to African horse sickness for comment. GN600 GG42421/26-4-2019.

Employment law update

Nadine Mather BA LLB (cum laude) (Rhodes) is a legal practitioner at Bowmans in Johannesburg.

Political party instigating workers to strike

In Calgan Lounge (Pty) Ltd v National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers Union of South Africa and Others [2019] 4 BLLR 393 (LC), representatives of a political party paid a surprise visit to the premises of Calgan Lounge (the employer) and held an impromptu meeting with several of its employees. This meeting resulted in the political party informing the employer that it had been ‘mandated’ to intervene on behalf of the employees and that a ‘barrage’ of demands and grievances would follow in due course. The employer sought to address the issue directly with its employees and requested that they follow the procedures as prescribed in the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 (the LRA).

The following day, the political party arrived at the employer’s premises and presented a memorandum to the Chief Executive Officer of the employer on the political party’s letterhead. In general terms, the memorandum stated that the political party would ‘unashamedly’ take up the plight of the employees who were allegedly suffering an injustice at the employer’s workplace. The political party accused the National Union of Furniture and Allied Workers Union of South Africa, who is the recognised and majority trade union at the employer (the Union), of collaborating with the employer to advance the employer’s interests to the detriment of the employees it was required to protect.

The memorandum set out a number of demands to which the employer was required to adhere to within seven days, failing which further ‘mass protest action’ would take place. The demands included, among other things –

- the resolution of grievances relating to alleged victimisation, discrimination and sexual harassment of employees;
- the refund of alleged unlawful deductions;
- the reinstatement of dismissed employees;
- the removal of a manager;
- the termination of the relationship with the Union; and
- a failure by the employer to comply with occupational health and safety obligations and subjecting the employees to poor working conditions.

The employer undertook to investigate the serious allegations contained in the memorandum but drew the political party’s attention to the fact that it was not a registered trade union and accordingly lacked the necessary legal status to engage with the employer on work related issues. Thereafter, the employees commenced a ‘go-slow’ and defied numerous instructions, claiming that the political party would protect them. In an attempt to restore some semblance of normality, the employer arranged for a Union official to intervene. The official was, however, shouted down and the employees embarked on a full-blown strike during which the employer’s property was damaged. The employer brought an urgent application to the Labour Court to interdict the strike.

Although the political party had not filed any opposing papers nor had they made an attempt to ensure compliance with the LRA, they informed the presiding judge that no matter what the court may order, the strike would continue until the employer had acceded to all its demands. An interim interdict was granted, and the striking employees were subsequently dismissed. On the return date, the political party members attended court, again having failed to file any papers, and demanded that not only should the court refuse the final interdict sought by the employer, but it should also immediately reinstate the dismissed employees and compel the
One of the world’s biggest Baobabs, a giant Adansonia digitata, lives on Sunland Farm near Modjadji (kloof), Limpopo. Boasting a stem of around 47 metres in circumference, the Big Baobab is famous for being the widest of its species and carbon dated to be well over 1,700 years old. The Big Baobab has been designated ‘Champion Trees of South Africa’ status by the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and declared as protected under Section 12 of the National Forests Act, 1998.
employer to negotiate with the political party about its demands.

The court confirmed that the employees had engaged in an unprotected strike in support of demands, many of which were political in nature and were not the kind that could legitimately form the subject matter of protected strike action. Moreover, a number of the demands were simply unlawful. For example, it is trite that a demand for the removal of a member of management without proper cause and fair process is an unlawful demand, and to demand from an employer to simply expel a majority trade union flies in the face of the right of freedom of association. In the circumstances, the court had no doubt that the order in relation to the unprotected strike had to be confirmed.

The court then turned to the issue of the unlawful conduct by the employees and the political party. It was clear from the evidence that the political party was directly involved in, if not the instigators of, all the events that gave rise to the strike action. The court held that a political party had no business getting involved in workplace issues. In this regard, the court held that the deliberate design of the LRA is to designate the task of dealing with workplace disputes to employers’ organisations, trade unions and workplace forums. There is no place in this structure for the involvement of political parties. In fact, it was in the court’s view that the practising of any form of politics, be it under the guise of protecting employees’ rights or otherwise in the workplace, was an untenable proposition. The memorandum of grievances submitted by the political party read more like a political manifesto than a genuine grievance designed to resolve workplace disputes. It even took issue with the legitimacy of the LRA as a regulatory measure.

The approach adopted by the political party was that the Constitution entitled it to conduct itself as it did in this case. The political party was mistaken in this respect. The court held that it is trite law that direct reliance on the Constitution to simply expel a majority trade union and comply with section 95; and

(a) consult with the national office bearers of those unions or employers’ organisations on the most appropriate means to amend the constitution to comply with section 95; and

(b) issue a directive to those unions and employers’ organisations as to the period within which the amendment to their constitution is to be effected, in compliance with the procedures set out in the amended constitution.

(2) Until a registered trade union or employers’ organisation complies with the directive made in terms of subsection (1)(b) and the requirements of section 95(5)(p) and (q) of the Act, the trade union or employer organisation, before engaging in a strike or lockout, must conduct a secret ballot of members.

Section 95(5)(p) of the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995 (the LRA) requires a registered trade union to include in its constitution a provision ‘that the trade union ... before calling a strike ... must conduct a ballot of those of its members in respect of whom it intends to call the strike.’

The applicants in both matters approached the Labour Court for an order interdicting National Union of Metalworkers of South Africa (NUMSA) from calling out its members on a protected strike. It was common cause that NUMSA’s constitution did not make provision for a secret ballot by its members before engaging in strike action nor did NUMSA conduct a secret ballot among its members employed by the applicants prior to its decision to embark on strike action.

The issue before the court was whether s 19(2) applied to NUMSA wherein it was obliged to conduct a secret ballot before its members engaged in a strike. NUMSA representative raised two arguments why s 19(2) did not find application on the merits –

• firstly, that s 19(2) unduly limits the right to strike; and

• secondly, that the transitional provision only applies for the period between the registrar issuing a directive as contemplated in s 19(4)(b) and before the union complies with the said directive.

From a reading and understanding of the second argument it appears as though the registrar had not yet issued a directive contemplated in s 19(1)(b) before this matter was argued at court.

In respect of the first argument the court held:

‘As far as the first issue is concerned it appears clear from the transitional provisions that the right to strike is not limited. All that is required should a union not wish to be subject to the transitional provisions is for that union’s constitution to essentially comply with the requirements of section 95(5)(p). This provision has been a requirement since the inception of the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995. It is inconceivable that a trade union would have been registered if its
holding of a secret ballot by a union (and employers organisation in respect of a lock out) prior to engaging in a strike. The requirement is peremptory and applies only to registered trade unions that do not include in their constitution the requirement of a ballot.

To interpret the section as not applying to the respondents negates any suggestion that the transitional provisions will apply in the interim pending compliance.'

In addition, the court was alive to inter alia the constitution of any trade union that intends to register must "comply, inter alia, with subsection 5.'

On the second argument, the court noted that the issue raised turned on an interpretation of s 19. In addressing this argument, the court held:

'The purpose of the legislation is clear in that its purpose, inter alia, is to provide that before a union may engage in a strike it should conduct a secret ballot of its members. In addition to this provision and to regulate the interim position the transitional provisions require the holding of a secret ballot by a union (and

The requirement is peremptory and applies only to registered trade unions that do not include in their constitution the requirement of a ballot. In the absence of conducting a secret ballot, NUMSA and its members were interdicted from perusing any strike action.

The court was thus satisfied that the transitional requirements applied to all trade unions, which did not make provision for a secret ballot in its constitution and until such time as the union complied with s 95(6)(b), it would be obliged to conduct a secret ballot before engaging in a strike.
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The Kirstenbosch Centenary Tree Canopy Walkway, also known as The Boomslang, takes visitors on a 130 metre-long walkway, tracing its way through the canopy of the National Botanical Garden's Arboretum. The walkway is crescent-shaped and takes advantage of the sloping ground, touching the forest floor in two places and raising visitors to 12 m above ground in the highest parts. Kirstenbosch National Botanical Garden was established in 1913 to promote, conserve and display the extraordinarily rich and diverse flora of southern Africa. It was also the first botanical garden in the world to be devoted to a country's indigenous flora.
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Updated and consolidated compilation of Acts reflecting the law as at 1 March 2019

- Latest Appropriation and Division of Revenue Acts, fully consolidated
- Index to the national and provincial Acts and regulations including legislation judicially considered
- More than 10,150 pages in eight volumes

BE LESS THAN A WEEK BEHIND THE LATEST LEGISLATION RELEASE…

FREE Juta’s Weekly Statutes Bulletin email updates comprising the legislation promulgated and bills of Parliament made available during the current week

FREE quarterly consolidated newsletters containing all subsequent legislative amendments affecting the Acts in your volumes

NEW EDITION
AVAILABLE JUNE 2019

2018/19 PRINT SET
R7,130 (incl. VAT) (Excludes postage & packaging)**

To order or for further details contact:
Juta Law Customer Services,
Tel 021 659 2300, Fax 021 659 2360, orders@juta.co.za, quoting SOSA19

ADDED VALUE!
FREE Statutes and Regulations of South Africa on DVD-ROM*

† Valid for new subscribers, while stocks last.
** Price valid until 31 December 2019, incl. 15% VAT, excl. R145 courier delivery in the RSA.
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Rates for classified advertisements:
A special tariff rate applies to practising attorneys and candidate attorneys.

2019 rates (including VAT):
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<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Special</th>
<th>Other</th>
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<tr>
<td>1p</td>
<td>R 8 868</td>
<td>R 12 730</td>
</tr>
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<td>1/2 p</td>
<td>R 4 436</td>
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Vacancies

LEGAL ADVISER
Investment bank with a large footprint in Africa is searching for a tenacious, ambitious and resilient professional attorney with at least two years’ post-qualification experience in financial services. Comprehensive understanding of the legal requirements of an investment bank or financial institution is imperative. Excellent financial and commercial skills and numeracy competency required. Exposure to asset management, capital markets, private equity and cross border transactions will set you apart.

HEAD OF LEGAL – FINANCIAL SERVICES – EE
Dynamic financial services company based in Johannesburg seeks a well-seasoned and professional admitted attorney with at least ten years’ experience in financial services/insurance. Previous experience managing a legal team is essential. Detailed knowledge of the insurance and retirement fund industry imperative.

LEGAL SPECIALIST: DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY – EE
Individual required to provide specialist legal advice and support with a primary focus on dispute resolution and intellectual property for a reputable financial services company based in Johannesburg. At least ten years’ experience in financial services, as well as a detailed understanding of insurance and relevant intellectual property legislation is essential.

PERSONAL ADVISER – EE
The insurance division in one of South Africa’s ‘big four’ banks is looking for a legal advisor. Three years plus post-qualification experience. Provide legal advice and appropriate solutions to policy holders. Proactive, innovative and well-articulated individual required to be customer orientated, flexible and able to work under pressure in a call center environment. Experience in a legal insurance environment required. Must be fluent in Afrikaans.

SENIOR LEGAL ADVISER – LOAN CAPITAL MARKETS AND FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS
A large bank with a footprint in ten jurisdictions is seeking a strong finance lawyer to join their team. The ideal candidate will have a strong legal foundation with at least six years’ post-qualification experience. An understanding of banking business is essential, as is the ability to provide advice on a senior business level. Knowledge of capital markets and financial solutions is imperative. Must be confident in management skills and abilities, as well as stakeholder management.

Call Tarryn on (011)325 5400 or e-mail: tarryn@paton.co.za

To Let/Share

LAW CHAMBERS TO SHARE
Norwood, Johannesburg

Facilities include reception, Wi-Fi, messenger, boardroom, library, docex and secure on-site parking. Virtual office also available.

Contact Hugh Raichlin at (011) 483 1527 or 083 377 1908.
Supplement to 

Supplement to De Rebus, June 2019

Courses in conveyancing and notarial practice to prepare for these examinations

Trusted courses
The conveyancing course has been used with great success since 1994 and the notarial course since 2007 by legal practitioners throughout the country and in Namibia to prepare for the conveyancing and notarial exams.

Characteristics of the courses
- The study notes are available in either English or Afrikaans and the courses can be done through home study or by attendance of formal lectures.
- Logical exposition and explanation of concepts.
- They were written for learners who had no exposure to a conveyancing or notarial practice.
- The prescribed syllabus for the examinations are covered.
- The study notes are made up of explanatory notes and a set of practical examples.
- The notes are marketed in loose-leaf format and supplements are available so that the notes can be updated with the latest amendments.

Registration form
1) Indicate your preferences, as well as your language preference for the notes, in the option boxes. 2) Complete all your details below. 3) Indicate your nearest Postnet branch as your 1st choice for mailing. 4) Send this page with proof of payment to us (use your name and surname as reference for the payment).

Name and surname: 
ID number: 
Firm: 
VAT number: 
E-mail: 

Course fees (VAT incl.)
Course in Conveyancing Practice
- Attendance - R7,300 or R6,700 for early registration* Payment to Centre for Conveyancing Practice, ABSA, 917-264-9440
- Self-study - R5,300 Payment to Self-study Deeds Course, ABSA, 933-177-3527

Closing date for conveyancing attendance
Registrations close one week before commencement of a course. An additional R390 is payable for late registrations at CPT, DBN, BFN & PE.

Course in Notarial Practice
- Attendance - R5,900 or R5,500 for early registration* Payment to Notarial Practice, ABSA, 927-657-2365
- Self-study - R4,900 Payment to Notarial Practice, ABSA, 927-657-2365

Closing date for notarial attendance
Registrations close one week before commencement of a course. An additional R290 is payable for late registrations at CPT, DBN, BFN & PE.

www.aktepraktyk.co.za
Visit our website for more information and online registration.
Tel(012)361-1715 | Fax: (012) 361 1108
E-mail: admin@aktepraktyk.co.za

Telephone: 
Cell phone: 
Nearest Postnet branch: 
Postal address (compulsory): 
Postal code (compulsory): 

Course in Conveyancing Practice
(*Closing dates for early registration)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue and Language</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>*Early reg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town (English)</td>
<td>6 – 8 Feb</td>
<td>15 Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (English)</td>
<td>6 – 8 Feb</td>
<td>15 Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg (English)</td>
<td>12 – 15 Feb</td>
<td>22 Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (Afrikaans)</td>
<td>12 – 15 Feb</td>
<td>22 Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durban (English)</td>
<td>19 – 22 Feb</td>
<td>29 Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Port Elizabeth (English)</td>
<td>19 – 22 Feb</td>
<td>29 Jan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Language preference for conveyancing notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue and Language</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>*Early reg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg (English)</td>
<td>9 – 12 July</td>
<td>18 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (English)</td>
<td>9 – 12 July</td>
<td>18 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town (English)</td>
<td>16 – 19 July</td>
<td>25 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (Afrikaans)</td>
<td>16 – 19 July</td>
<td>25 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloemfontein (English)</td>
<td>16 – 19 July</td>
<td>25 June</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durban (English)</td>
<td>23 – 26 July</td>
<td>2 July</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Course in Notarial Practice
(*Closing dates for early registration)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue and Language</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>*Early reg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg (English)</td>
<td>21 – 22 Feb</td>
<td>31 Jan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (Afrikaans)</td>
<td>25 – 26 Feb</td>
<td>4 Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (English)</td>
<td>28 Feb – 1 Mar</td>
<td>7 Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durban (English)</td>
<td>4 – 5 March</td>
<td>11 Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloemfontein (English)</td>
<td>5 – 6 March</td>
<td>12 Feb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town (English)</td>
<td>7 – 8 March</td>
<td>14 Feb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Language preference for notarial notes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Venue and Language</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>*Early reg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Johannesburg (English)</td>
<td>24 – 26 July</td>
<td>3 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (English)</td>
<td>31 Jul – 2 Aug</td>
<td>10 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durban (English)</td>
<td>31 Jul – 2 Aug</td>
<td>10 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Town (English)</td>
<td>6 – 8 Aug</td>
<td>16 July</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria (Afrikaans)</td>
<td>12 – 14 Aug</td>
<td>22 July</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Registration is subject to the “Registration Rules” as stated on our website www.aktepraktyk.co.za

“For those serious about conveyancing”
**WANTED LEGAL PRACTICE FOR SALE**

We are looking to purchase a personal injury/Road Accident Fund practice. Countrywide (or taking over your personal injury matters)

Call Dave Campbell at 082 708 8827 or e-mail: dave@campbellattorneys.co.za

---

**Services offered**

We have extensive experience in the administration of deceased estates and regularly lecture on this subject. We offer colleagues the service of attending to their estate work subject to an arranged allowance.

To find out more about how we can help you with your requests please contact:
Arnold Shapiro
Head of Wills and Deceased Estates, Johannesburg
T: +27 11 775 6373 or arnold.shapiro@hoganlovells.com

**Hogan Lovells**

Hogan Lovells is an international legal practice that includes Hogan Lovells International LLP, Hogan Lovells US LLP and their affiliated businesses. Images of people may feature current or former lawyers and employees of Hogan Lovells or models not connected with the firm. Hogan Lovells 2019. All rights reserved.

---

**Pretoria Korrespondent**

- Hoogeregshof- en landdroshoflitigasie
- Flinke, vriendelike en professionele diens
- Derde toelaag

**Du Plessis & Kruyshaar**

Tel: 086 100 0779 • Faks: 086 548 0837
E-pos: kruyshaar@dupkruys.co.za

---

---

**Expert Witnesses in**

- Commercial Litigation
- And Actuarial Consulting

---

**Law is Complicated Enough, Let Us Handle The Numbers For You**

---

**Exchange Capital**

- Actuarial Consulting
- Asset Management
- Forensic Analysis
- Divorce Settlements
- Estates

---

**Rode**

**& Associates**

**Why you should use Rode & Associates (Pty) Ltd as your property valuation firm**

With so many (alleged) shenanigans in the listed property sector, you should consider using a valuation firm that has the highest credibility in the industry.

Rode is one of South Africa’s large independent property valuation firms and has been the annual overall top performer in the pmr.africa awards since 2015. For more info on these awards, visit our website at: www.rode.co.za.

Our credibility has been built over 31 years and is partially based on rigorous research. After all, we are also property economists of note and town planners and publishers of the esteemed Rode Reports – used by banks as a ‘bible’. All our valuers have post-graduate degrees.

Contact our head of valuations, Karen Scott BCommHons (Stell) BCommHons (UCT), by email at karen@rode.co.za or tel. 0861 22 44 88.
For the latest developments and news regarding the proposed RABS Bill visit our website and navigate to the RABS banner.

Gert Nel Incorporated has a national footprint and accept referrals by colleagues of Road Accident Fund, Medical Negligence and PRASA matters on a unique and tailor made fee sharing basis.

Contact us @
Tel: 012 333 8290
www.gertnelincattorneys.co.za
gepnel@gertnelattorneys.co.za

J P STRYDOM
(Accident Analyst)
Advanced traffic accident investigation, reconstruction and cause analysis service expertly carried out

Time-distance-speed events
Vehicle dynamics and behaviour
Analysis of series of events
Vehicle damage analysis
The human element
Speed analysis
Point of impact
Scale diagrams
Photographs

For more information:
Tel: (011) 705 1654
Cell: (076) 300 6303
Fax: (011) 465 4865
PO Box 2601
Fourways
2055

Est 1978

UITNODIGING AAN ALLE REGSFIRMAS

Prokureur.co.za is ’n nuwe ‘prokureurlys’-webblad, maar met ’n verskil!

Die webblad bevat baie gratis inligting vir lede van die publiek: Meer as 365 diwel gestelde vrae (FAQs) oor ’n groot verskeidenheid regeonderwerpe, sowel as meer as 250 wette, gratis en op datum. Lede van die publiek kan ook prokureursfirmas op die webblad vind. Ons durf aanvoer dat hierdie webblad tans meer inligting bevat rakende prokureurs en die reg in Suid Afrika as enige ander webblad.

Met die geweldig groei in internetgebruik in Suid Afrika, ondersoek lede van die publiek kwessies aanlyn, insluitend regskwessies, en ook indien hulle die dienste van ’n prokureur of regsfirma benodig.

Registrasie van u regsfirma via die webblad is maklik en neem net ’n paar minute. Die koste daaraan verbonde is R 210 per maand, ongeag die hoeveelheid kantore wat u firma het. U firma word ook gelys op die Engelse weergawe van die webblad, www.lawyer.co.za. Vir die groter regsfirmas met meer as 25 prokureurs is die koste R 500 per maand. Daar is geen kontrakte of jaarlikse verhogings nie en u firma kan enige tyd die inskrywing staak. Kom besoek ons asseblief en registreer u regsfirma op www.prokureur.co.za

Pretoria Correspondent

High Court and magistrate’s court litigation.
Negotiable tariff structure.
Reliable and efficient service and assistance.
Jurisdiction in Pretoria Central, Pretoria North, Soshanguve and Mamelodi.

Tel: (012) 548 9582 • Fax: (012) 548 1538
E-mail: carin@rainc.co.za
Drafting of Wills
Administration of Deceased Estates

We can help you!

AIM
Our aim is for you to create and/or outsource the Estates Department in your practice, without dedicating your time and resources into such a venture.

FEE
We will do all the work for you while you earn a pre-arranged fee.

CLIENTS
Your client remains your client and we will meet you and/or your client at your offices.

SPECIALISTS
Our dedicated team of specialists will ensure that:
- A professionally drafted Will is given to your clients to ensure their peace of mind that their assets are distributed in the manner that they wish.
- The Administration of a Deceased Estate is dealt with in a professional, fast and efficient manner.

AREAS
- Drafting of Wills in the Pretoria and Johannesburg areas.
- Nationwide administration of Deceased Estate service.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT ARIZA VERMEULEN
Tel: 012 807 1989  •  estates@nelvs.co.za  •  www.nelvs.co.za
Handskrif- en vingerafdrukdeskundige

Afgetrede Lt-Kolonel van die SA Polisie met 44 jaar praktiese ondervinding in die ondersoek van betwiste dokumente, handskrif en tikskrif en agt jaar voltydse ondervinding in die identifisering van vingerafdrukke. Vir ’n kwotasie en/of professionele ondersoek van enige betwiste dokument, handskrif, tikskrif en/of vingerafdrukke teen baie billike tariewe, tree in verbinding met

GM Cloete by tel en faks (012) 548 0275 of selfoon 082 575 9856.

Posbus 2500, Montanapark 0159
74 Heron Cres, Montanapark X3, Pta
E-pos: gerhardcloete333@gmail.com

Besoek ons webtuiste by www.gmc-qde.co.za
24-uur diens en spoedige resultate gewaarborg.
Ook beskikbaar vir lesings.

FREE ADVERTISEMENTS AND CV PLACEMENT FOR CANDIDATE LEGAL PRACTITIONERS ON THE DE REBUS WEBSITE

As a free service to candidate legal practitioners and prospective candidate legal practitioners, De Rebus will place advertisements and CVs on the De Rebus website on a first-come, first-served basis for those seeking or to cede their articles.

Maximum of 30 words per advert.
No liability for any mistakes in advertisements is accepted.

Advertisements and CVs may be e-mailed to classifieds@derebus.org.za or faxed to 086 677 7387.